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Welcome aboard! We are happy you have chosen Pytheas for your sailing adventure. Pytheas is a
Shannon HPS38 hull#1, built 2013 in Bristol, RI. USA. We took over the boat from the first owners
January 2017 believing the modern light displacement offshore capable motorsailer with its big pilothouse
made the perfect all season vessel for exploring our Pacific Northwest backyard. Pytheas was trucked from
Miami to Seattle Christmas 2018 after two years spent fitting the boat while sailing between New England,
Bermuda, Bahamas and the Caribbeans. We are excited to finally have Pytheas under AYC management
ready for your charter. We wish you a great charter week!
By the way Pytheas is named after an early seafaring explorer, the first ancient Greek to venture out of the
Mediterranean to discover the long days and wild far north around what is now known as Great Britain and
Ireland. Ultimately we dream of similarly venturing out of our Salish Sea to explore points north including
Alaska.
Around 2010 an experienced sailing couple from Rochester, NY commissioned the Shannon Boat Company
to build a comfortable offshore capable motorsailor based on a patented, low heeling, light displacement,
shoaldraft reverse deadrise design (SRD). I had the priviledge of meeting Walter Schulz, the New England
boat designer and founder of the 50yo company that had built a reputation for well-built traditional
sailboats. I was impressed by his willingness to take on a “non-mainstream” design. We think of Pytheas
as a monocat, a combination of sailing monohull and catamaran and semidisplacement trawler.
Pytheas is layed out to be friendly for mobility impaired crew with heavy duty rigid stainless steel railing
system securing the outside perimeter of the deck and generous interior handrails beginning aft at the
transom leading continuously all the way forward to the vberth. There are only two steps to navigate
throughout the boat. Two additional “steps” are found far forward to assist crew climbing up onto the
vberth.
All control lines for the sails lead back to the safety of the deep aft cockpit equipped with starboard and port
helms, cleats, and power winches. A six person aluminum AB dinghy with electric start 9.9hp Honda
hangs high and dry up on a powered davit system. The dinghy is easy to deploy and stow. Crew boards the
dinghy with ease & safety through the transom access door and the swimdeck. The dinghy gets up on and
easy 17knot plane with two aboard, very handy to explore or to pickup groceries or crew.
Moving forward from the aft swimdeck, the hardtop covered aft cockpit contains port and starboard helms
with shared pivoting fully equipped navigation station including multifunction chartplotter, autopilot and
remote vhf radio. Forward of these helms is an exterior sitting area for four around a table that also serves
as the propane locker with two 11lb tanks supplying fuel for galley and bbq. The seats provide access to the
aft cockpit locker generously sized for storing the toys. Entering the pilothouse through a sliding glass
door you will find to port a large settee plus table comfortably seating six. To starboard are two comfortable
helm chairs at the systems management station followed by the well equipped inside helm with fabulous
360 degree visibility around the boat. Access to the generously sized engine room is via aft and forward sole
hatches in the pilothouse. Stepping forward down into the salon you find the galley to starboard followed by
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an open benchseat doubling as generous slide-out berth for two. An upper pipe berth is also available to
provide an additional single berth. To port is a spacious head with separate shower followed by a cozy
Pullman cabin sleeping two. The spacious vberth far forward is Pytheas’ stateroom.
The information summarized in this manual is intended to assist all skippers, crew and guests aboard in
feeling more comfortable with the basic systems and how they work. If something isn't familiar to you,
please check these notes. If the information is unclear, incomplete, confusing, or otherwise less than
helpful, please help us to add, change, or restate the information so that it conveys the desired results. Please
feel free to add your suggestions for other information or clarifications at the end of this manual, or simply
add a comment or two in the margin as appropriate. Your suggestions will be incorporated into future
revisions.
In addition to the information contained in this manual; you will find two collections of “Shannon HPS38”
manuals for the equipment found on board. Under the helm seat crew will find the more popular manuals
including those for the chartplotters, autopilot, auxiliary engine, and genset. The manuals of the other
systems are stashed with spare parts under the forward vberth. Feel free to consult these manuals if the
need arises.
You will see this is posted as a no smoking vessel. We ask that you restrict smoking to the cockpit or decks
and/or dockside in order to maintain a pleasant sailing environment for all guests. Your co-operation is
appreciated.
There is a logbook stored by the navigation station. Please feel free to use the logbook to document your
adventures if you wish. Please also use this logbook to make any comments and/or suggestions about
improving Pytheas for future charters. Feel free to also email us if you would like to make any other
comments or suggestions as well. We are interested in ensuring Pytheas is not only well maintained, but
also improved over time. We look forward to hearing from you.
We are sure you will enjoy sailing the beautiful islands of the Pacific Northwest aboard all season Pytheas.
If you have questions about the boat or about places to visit, please do not hesitate to ask the AYC staff.
Have a great sailing adventure, and again thanks for choosing Pytheas!

Pytheas

2013, Shannon, HPS38
Max Passengers
Cabins
Heads
Showers
LOA

6
2
1
1
45
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LWL
Beam
Draft
Bridge clearance
Displacement
Ballast
Auxiliary
Genset
Fuel
Water
Hot water
Holding

38
13
4’6”
54’5”
14500lbs
6000lbs
200hp
6kW
155g
78g
11g
28g
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BOAT OPERATION
Auxiliary Engine Inspection
Each day you are planning to use the engine, you should check the COOLANT, OIL, BILGES, BELTS, and
SEA STRAINER by remembering your “WOBBS”: Water (Coolant), Oil, Bilges (Inspect and Pumpout), Belts and Sea Strainers
The Nanni engine is cooled through a heat exchanger. The engines pump sea water through a sea water
strainer, then through a heat exchanger that cools the coolant fluid, thus cooling the engine. The sea water is
then injected into the exhaust elbo to be sent overboard. Two small streams are diverted for the tattle tale
and to cool shaft stuffing box. Tattle tale helps confirm raw water is pumping through engine and is
observed streaming out port side of boat.
The engine room is accessed through aft or forward floor panels in the pilothouse. Generally the larger
forward folding hatch will be used to access the Nanni. The rear hatch is handy for quick inspection for
new smells or leaks (diesel or steam).

Auxiliary Engine Coolant:
Check the level of coolant in the expansion tank. If it is low add to top line and monitor for leaks out the
cooling system. It is an exception to have to add coolant. Please note in logbook if coolant has been added
and provide date and quantity. Engine coolant is a mixture of 50% antifreeze and 50% water. There is
coolant kept on board and should be located during your orientation..

Auxiliary Engine Oil:
Warning !: The oil checks must always be performed
with the engine stopped and cold. Be careful, these fluids are flammable. Do not smoke in the vicinity of
these fluids and do not allow for any sparks or flame in the vicinity.
Engine casing oil: remove the gauge, wipe off the gauge and reinstall it in the gauge tube.
Pull out the gauge again and check the oil level. It should be located between the min. and max. positions
on the gauge. If necessary, top up the oil level: open the oil filler port, pour the recommended oil (Rotella
15-40 to reach the max level indicated on the gauge without exceeding the max level.
Close the oil filler port. This again is exceptional to require addition of oil during a charter. If oil is added
note in logbook date and quantity added. Historically the auxiliary/Nanni consume no oil so that would be a
new development to be followed up upon.
Spare oil is kept on board, and should be located during your orientation.

Fuel
Access fuel manifolds (supply and return) though main forward engine room hatch forward and low at bilge
level. Confirm fuel supply and return are open for active fuel tank and closed for other two tanks.
Generally default for charter is to start on lower center tank. Draw from one tank at a time to avoid air
getting into fuel lines from vents of empty tanks. First draw from center tank followed by starboard tank
followed by port tank. Switch tanks when fuel level at gauge drops to ~1/8 full. If one limits powering to
quiet loafing 4-5knots (1,500-2,000rpm) one tank should easily cover the typical charter outing. More
speed and/or miles may require tank switch.
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Fuel Filters
Inspect Racor double filter system observed through main engine room hatch forward. Confirm that single
filter is selected (handle right or left). Confirming that fuel vacuum gauge is still well within green zone.
Reset vacuum gauge to zero. If not switch to other filter & monitor carefully to confirm there is no new
fuel issue. There has never been a fuel (filter) issue on this boat. Replace filter that reached yellow or red
zone. Replacement filter is under forward vberth. There is a remote fuel vacuum monitor at the inside helm.
Reset needle to zero at the start of each day cruising.

Bilges:
Open the cabin sole panel in front of the head to check the bilge sump. There is normally a small amount of
water up to the float switch in the sump. Check for debris, oil, or anything unusual. There is a bilge pump
counter at helm station. How many counts per day depends very much on your trip conditions so calibrate
to your trip. If a significant change is observed during the trip search for the source of the leak.

Belts:
Check the general condition of the belts, hoses, and fuel lines. Spares are found under forward vberth.

Sea Strainer:
The sea water strainer for the auxiliary is located off port side of the Nanni. It should be checked daily, as it
can clog with seaweed and other debris. Do your best to avoid floating “green fields” while underway. This
is a typical occurance sailing PNW. To check the strainer, shine a flashlight through the plastic bowl. If
debris is visible it will have to be removed. To clear debris from the strainer, close the thru-hull valve
located forward of the strainer. Unscrew the plastic top of the strainer. Opening and tightening by hand
should be sufficient. If not there is the (?) tool to open found under helm seat in drawer. Be careful not to
lose the rubber O-ring. Rinse the strainer and replace them with the O-ring in place. Do not fully tighten
initially because the air needs to be removed. Slowly open the thru-hull valve and allow the air to escape.
When the air has escaped, tighten the top by hand and observe for leaks. The continued supply of seawater
is critical the operation of the engine.

Transmission:
Charter should not have to check transmission fluid but if unexpected happens dipstick is aft starboard
corner of transmission. It’s a hydraulic transmission so under considerable pressure when engine is running.
Careful pulling dipstick free from relatively tight seal. Oil should be clear and between minimum and
maximum level as shown on dipstick. Transmission uses same oil as engine, Rotella 15-40, and requires
relatively little of it, ~1 quart total. When inserting dipstick back into transmission make sure its press all
the way down into the seal against the “stop” or fluid will be lost due to pressure when transmission is in
gear. If in doubt inspect through rear hatch with bright light to confirm no obvious oil seepage.

Auxiliary Engine Operation
Pytheas has a Nanni 200 horsepower auxiliary engine (Model – T4.200). The engine drives a bronze 22” 5blade feathering Max-Prop. Each of three helm stations have dual control levers, one lever for operating the
throttle, the other lever the transmission.

Auxiliary Engine Instrument Panel
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The instrument panel provides you with important information on the engine when it is in operation.
Regularly check this information when the engine is running. A sound alarm is provided to indicate high
fresh water temperature and low oil pressure.
Information presented on instrument panel:
1. Revolution counter
2. Hour-meter/Voltmeter
3. Oil pressure indicator and warning light. The light in the dial comes on when the pressure in the
lubrication system is too low.
4. Coolant temperature indicator and warning light. The light in the dial comes on and an alarm goes off in
the event of overheating in the cooling system.

Startup
Set engine relay switch at systems management station behind inside helm to the ON position.
To start the engine:
1. Put the throttle to the lowest position (all the way back to the backstop). Lever with red cap (to be
confirmed).
2. Put the gear lever in neutral position (straight up). Lever with black cap (to be confirmed)
3. Put the key into the ON/STOP ignition.
4. Turn the key a quarter turn to the right. All the warning lights will come on and it will make a sound
signal. This stage allows you to check that these elements are working properly. After a few
moments, only the oil alert and battery charge lights will remain on.
5. Press the START button. Engine should start right up. If not there is probably an issue requiring
resolution.
Warning !: Never press the START button when the engine is running.
Confirm good raw water flow with the engine exhaust exiting transom port side near waterline. You can
also confirm using tattle tale exiting starboard side of boat. Calibrate flow to compare against later
inspections over your charter. If a significant change in flow is noted you probably have a water flow issue
that needs to be addressed, probably the sea strainer.

Shifting
Make sure throttle is at the lowest setting against backstop. To engage the transmission, push gear lever
from neutral position (straight up) forward for forward propulsion, or back for backward propulsion. When
shifting between forward and reverse pause in neutral for a second. The Max-Prop works automatically. By
putting the transmission in gear the x5 feathering blades will engage in either forward or reverse.

Shutdown
Place the throttle in the lowest position and shift lever in neutral and allow the engine to cool down for
several minutes. Usually this is about the amount of time it takes to secure your lines and plug into shore
Power. To stop the engine turn the key counter clockwise. The engine switches off and all the warning lights
go out.
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Set engine relay to the OFF position. The relays are all located in systems station just aft of helm in
pilothouse.
Water in secondary filter and exhaust overtemperature alarms found off inside helm. Below them are
manual pull pin to trigger halon to suppress fire in engine room. Later also has auto deployment
mechanism. Don’t open engine hatches till you are sure fire is out if halon has been triggered.

Trouble Shooting Auxiliary Engine
Engine Overheating:
Various alarms can sense this including on Nanni itself but also Vetus exhaust temperature alarm. Don’t
ignore & assume they are “nuisance” alarms.
1. Immediately shut engine down. The most likely cause is clogging of the sea water strainer. This
condition may be preceded by black smoke from the exhaust. Follow procedure above to clear the
strainer. Check to be sure water is exiting with the exhaust and tattle tale starboard side. If water is
not exiting with the exhaust and tattle tale, then check the sea strainer. If it is full of sea weed or eel
grass, close the raw water intake then open the sea strainer and clean out, replace cover and open the
raw water intake valve.
2. 2. If seawater is getting to the engine, the next likely cause is low coolant level. Check the coolant
level by observing the expansion tank. If coolant level is low, add coolant from the pre-mixed jug.
Never open the radiator cap when the engine is hot, as this could cause severe burns.

Low Oil Pressure:
1. Immediately shut engine down.
2. Check oil level. Add oil if necessary. Use care not to overfill oil.
3. If the engine oil level is not low, DO NOT RESTART. Contact AYC or other personnel listed on the
emergency contact list in the gray manual.

Alternator Failure:
You may keep running the engine, but be aware the batteries are not being charged. Conserve on engine and
battery use. Contact AYC immediately. Backup alternator is stored under pilothouse settee.

Engine Dies And Won’t Restart:

Contact AYC immediately.
Thrusters
Pytheas is equipped with 12VDC (fixed) bow and (retracting) stern thrusters making it easy to maneuver in
tight quarters but does require coordination with both the charging alternator and the forward and reverse
propulsion provided by the auxiliary. Practice is recommended to get a good feel for that coordinated
operation. Thrusters eliminate the requirement for sufficient forward propulsion to enable steerage so
Pytheas can depart or enter tight quarters at very low speeds. They can station keep up to two minutes in
something bit short of 20knots broadside wind. 20knots and higher captain must count on also having to
depend on steerage way and crabbing into the wind to keep position. The dual rudders make for relatively
responsive steerage but there is no prop wash effect due to their offset from center propeller.
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To engage power to thrusters first start auxiliary and switch ACR from AUTO to ON to enable alternator to
charge HOUSE bank which supplies 12VDC power to the thrusters. Then switch “thruster” switch at
inside helm ON. Then simultaneously depress two ON buttons on Sidepower controllers at inside helm (or
all three if captain desires control from outside helms). Observe stern thruster deploy icon completing to
confirm deployment. Depress OFF button at all three helms to turn off and retract stern thruster. Only the
controller that deployed stern thruster can retract it. Be sure to visually confirm on Sidepower control panel
both deployment and retraction of stern thruster (figure 18). Never exceed 3knots with stern thruster
deployed. It has been known to jam in the deployed position creating substantial drag being just aft of prop.

Figure 1 Images associated with stern thruster deployment. Fully retracted shows no image.

Important to confirm status of stern thruster as shown below. Don’t forget to retract sternthruster before
leaving marina by selecting off. You should see the retracting icon below till it disappears indicating
successful retraction. If one still sees any of the three icons below that means it has not fully retracted. Icon
disappears when successfully fully retracted.
Battery health indicator as shown on Sidepower control panel has x5 levels. Filled in (black) represents
reserve voltage remaining before thruster becomes inoperable due to insufficient voltage being provided by
battery & alternator. It starts out as all black. Motor temperature indicator the solid bars suggests
remaining run time before electrical motor shuts down due to excessive heat. When the motor is cold all
bars show as filled in (black), as it heats up the bars reduce indicating there is less run time remaining.
When there is very little run time left to the screen will alarm and turn red indicating that you better hurry
up! Practically for most maneuverings in/out of slip battery and motor temperature can be kept mostly
black (plenty of reserve) dropping at most two bars by constraining thrust actions to short bursts. Bow
thruster is also handy for setting and collecting anchor or tacking. If one wants to just deploy bow thruster
one deactivates stern thruster by hitting the big safety relay under starboard hatch to aft cockpit locker. This
is handy to avoid drag associated with deployed but unused stern thruster. Ignore warning (missing stern
thruster) on controller and just continue controlling bow thruster only.
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It is highly recommended that captain practices in open water operating thrusters while coordinating with
auxiliary engine forward/reverse propulsion and neutral @ elevated 1,000rpm for charging. Ignore the
Nanni alternator alarm if the voltage house and main are reading fine with ACR set to ON to charge house
bank which is supplying thrusters. 1,000rpm is usually fine to keep alarm off while using thrusters but
otherwise increasing rpm to increase alternator output often succeeds in turning off annoying alarm.
Remember to set throttle back to backstop (~750rpm) before shifting into gear after running at elevated rpm
to power alternator in neutral. Also remember to retract sternthruster and deactivate after leaving tight
quarter and preparing to exceed 3knots speed.
Sidepower manual includes following tips:
Ensure that you know the location of the main battery switch that disconnects the thruster from all power
sources (batteries) so that the thruster can be turned off in case of a malfunction.
• Always turn the main power switch off before touching any part of the thruster, as an incidental start while
touching moving parts can cause serious injuries.
• Always turn the control device off when the thruster is not in use.
• The maximum continues usage time of the electrical thruster is approximately 3 minutes. The electromotor
has a built in thermal cut-off switch that will shut off the electromotor if it is overheating
and re-engage it when it has cooled down some. This should be considered when planning your
maneuvering.
• This also means that the thruster will limit its total running time per time period so that you can not count
on the thruster to hold you in a current and side wind for extensive time periods. Depending
on the surrounding temperatures etc. the thruster will be able to run approximately 10 % of the time.
• Never use a thruster close to somebody in the water, as the thruster will draw objects close by into the
tunnel and contact with the rotating propellers will cause serious injuries.
• With the boat on land, only run the thruster for a fraction of a second, as without resistance it will
accelerate very fast to a damaging rpm. Also, while the thruster is in air, make sure that the
propellers have come to a complete stop before performing a directions change of the thruster, as it might
cause damage to the thruster.
• If the thruster stops giving thrust while the electromotor is running, chances are that there is a problem in
the drive-system. You must then immediately stop trying to run it, and turn it off, as running the
electromotor for more than a few seconds without resistance from the propeller, can cause serious damage
to the electromotor.
• When leaving the boat always turn off the main power switch for the thruster.
• We advice to always keep the main engine(s) running while using a thruster. This will keep the batteries in
a good charge condition. This will also give better performance to the thruster, as a higher voltage at
the thruster results in a higher torque (power) in the electromotor. Engine needs to be running at 1,000rpm
for alternator to provide current. Be sure to bring it down to zero idle before any shifting into forward or
reverse while maneuvering in tight spots.
• Please note that the performance of a thruster strongly depends on the voltage available at the
electromotor. This voltage will decrease by time because aging batteries have a reduction of capacity. By
installing new batteries the effect of the thruster should be back at the original level.
• Make sure that only one control is used at the same time, if two panels are operated in opposite directions
at the same time the thruster will not run at all. If they are operated in the same direction the thruster will
run in this direction.
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• If the thruster is not performing or functioning as usual, the cause for this must be found and corrected as
soon as possible so to avoid causing any other or further damage to the equipment. You must also turn off
the main battery switch immediately in case the problem is of electric origin.
• Never store anything (e.g. equipment, sails, ropes etc.) in the same compartment as the thruster. When the
thruster runs for a longer period it will get hot and will cause damage.
• It is the owner/captain/other responsible party full responsibility to assess the risk of any unexpected
incidents on the vessel. If the thruster stops giving thrust for some reason while maneuvering you must have
considered a plan on how to avoid damage to persons or other objects.

Underway
Getting Underway
Let the auxiliary run in slip for at least 5 minutes, both to let it warm up a bit and also to make sure there is
no fuel delivery issue. After idling for 5 minutes you can be confident that there will be no fuel delivery
issue due to air in the line or improperly positioned manifold supply or return valve. Close the portholes,
windows, and forward hatch. Make sure both aft steering wheels are free before getting underway by
loosening center knob. Disconnect shore power and store power cord. It is difficult to hear from inside
helm through the 3/8” offshore capable bonded glass. Agree upon hand signals, especially for
communicating distance between boat and nearest hard bit. Two crew members should have fender in hand
fore and aft just in case they are needed due to unexpected loss of propulsion or steerage. Indicate with hand
signals distance between boat and nearest hard bit. Once safely outside the marina, retract & turn off
thrusters and idle the engine while the crew brings in fenders and lines. Assign one crew member to be in
charge of securing ports. Assign another crew member to secure the dinghy in the davit. If seas are
boisterous and dinghy is bouncing around secure davit to hardtop with existing “fasteners”. Shorten the
line on all close quartering maneuvers. Slowly advance in 500rpm increments slowly warming up the
engine to steady state 180F.

Powering
The engine will propel Pytheas at about 7.5 knots in calm water at 2500 RPM ~3gph. We ask that you
maintain engine RPM between 2000 and 2700 for cruising. 1500rpm is quiet and easy 4-5knots at 1gph.
Higher throttle settings will only minimally increase speed while greatly increasing fuel consumption and
wear on the engine and crew. Please limit higher throttle settings for emergency situations. The engine
factory recommended maximum is 3,200rpm. WOT should be 3,400rpm, however inexplicably maxprop
became underpitched 10% since leaving Grenada, WI later 2018. This wont affect your cruise speed but
please monitor your rpm with extra care to stay in above recommended range till pitch is corrected next
haulout.
Prop-walk in reverse is not a significant issue with Pytheas due to its bow and stern thrusters. When in
reverse, be careful to keep a firm grip on the wheel and use only low RPMs as reverse thrust is just as robust
as forward with the feathering Max-prop. Steerage is relatively responsive in reverse due to twin rudder
configuration.
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Sailing
First make sure throttle and gear levers at aft helms are removed and covered to avoid snagging. Only other
potential snagging issue to watch out for if the switch to (de)activate hydraulic steering/inside helm. That is
not protected so take care not to snag that while managing lines, either sailing or docking.
All controls for unfurling the mainsail and the self-tacking clubfooted jib lead back to aft cockpit and are
found on starboard and port side, respectively. The mainsail uses a Schaeffer in-boom furler system. The jib
uses Schaeffer System 3100 furler and luff foil. Switch on relay at systems control station in pilothouse
labelled “winches” . Safety bracket has to be slid to appropriate position to do so. There are two Harken 50
self tailing 2-speed primary winches (starboard for main and port for jib) that can be operated manually with
solid winch that depresses center pin to disengage electric motor when inserted into winch. Use the
minimum number of wraps around winch required to do any given job. Usually two wraps or three wraps
suffice to unfurl/raise most of the main. Add an additional wrap to raise the halyard the last bit with brief
winch action to flatten the main. Excessive wraps may cause damage if something snags or runs up
against an unexpected stop. Calibrate your ears to the strain of the electric winch motor. If its working
unusually hard something may be amiss requiring corrective action. Generally the furling actions of both
main and jib are very well behaved. Spinlock XTS line cleats are used to lock the lines to allow winch to
be used to adjust other lines.
The boomvang is fixed to optimize furling action of main sail in/out of furling boom. Do not adjust the
boomvang! There is no whisker pole, and no spinnaker.
Transitioning from motoring to sailing: Procedure to shut down auxiliary engine to go completely under
sail to ensure Max-prop is feathered (reducing drag) and to leave hydraulic transmission in proper
pressurized state:
-Set the sails
-Power/sail in forward near/at idle 750rpm
-Kill the engine while still engaged in forward.
Shaft should not be turning if prop has feathered properly.
Never shut down transmission in neutral for sailing. Damage is done to hydraulic transmissions if shaft
spins with unpressurized hydraulic fluid.
Transitioning from sailing to motoring:
If still sailing at a few knots start the auxiliary while still in forward and minimum throttle. Otherwise if
making less then 1 knot shift to neutral and then start at minimum throttle.
Raising&lowering the mainsail: Confirm main sail is within lower metal guide at bottom of mask before
raising. Depower sail by motoring close to the wind. Keep just enough pressure on the sail to just avoid
luffing to help unfurl sail easily and neatly. (a) Take slack out of main sheet and cleat. (b) first crew
uncleats the furling line while maintaining just enough tension at all times to avoid uncontrolled unfurling,
(b) second crew wraps halyard around starboard winch with 2-3 wraps to pull up the halyard while second
crew continues to maintain just enough tension on the furling line to avoid luffing. Tension should be
sufficient to raise sail in controlled manner. (d) cleat when desired reefing level has been achieved.
To furl the main, apply sufficient tension on the halyard while pulling in the furling line until the sail is
furled to the desired point. A little pressure in the sail helps furl neatly. Luffing will prevent it from furling
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neatly. When completely stowing main stop furling while head of sail is still ~2’ above the boom, still
well captured by mast sleeve. If it slips out of this guide/sleeve crew will have to carefuly manually guide it
in before raising sail again. That will require someone at base of mast to guide sail into sleeve.
Deploying&stowing the jib: The furling line for jib is led aft to the cockpit. To unfurl the jib, (a) uncleat
the furling line & maintain tension so sail does not self unfurl in uncontrolled manner, (b) second crew
wraps the jib sheet (2-3 wraps) around the port winch, (c) pull the sheet in while maintaining tension on the
furling line, (d) cleat when desired reefing level has been achieved. Clubfoot will tend to be raised during
this process but then pull back down once furling line is cleated. To furl in the jib, apply appropriate tension
per wind conditions on the jib sheet while pulling on the furling line until desired sail area remains. If fully
furling place three or so wraps of the jib sheets to hold the sail.
The manufacturer suggests that the jib be used as the main driver due to Pytheas’ unusual hull shape
resulting in center of effort under water being shifted forward compared to traditional center keeled sloop
rig boats. The takeway is more jib, less main should provide better sailing performance reducing slippage,
etc. The fully battened, boom furling mainsail is still an important driver, especially sailing in light air.
This sail plan however requires early reefing in stronger winds. 15 knots would not be too early for the first
reef. By dint of the reverse deadrise Pytheas is basically a monocat so little is gained heeling. Never exceed
10 degrees as shown on indictor at main helm inside. Less heel the less slippage downwind. This rig has
swept back spreaders and a double backstay.. It means that dead downwind sailing places the sail on the
spreaders. A broad reach, with close attention to keeping the sail off the spreaders, is recommended. Use the
provided preventer, stowed in aft cockpit locker, to prevent the accidental jibe – for crews sake, and for the
protection of the gear.

Motor sailing
The best opportunity for motorsailing is beating upwind. The low speed (precise throttle being wind
dependent) propulsion from the auxiliary replaces the (missing) center keel. It has a substantial stabilizing
effect beating against the sea and reduces fuel consumption a bit. Play with the sails to maximize benefit.

Heavy weather
Its easy to reef the furling sails by relaxing sheet and/or heading bit into wind to have just enough pressure
against sail so its not luffing which tends to jam furler but furling line reels in without undue tension. Reef
to the point boat just approaches hullspeed, ~7.5knots. Beyond that the rig is getting overpowered and
under undue strain. Secure loose loads. If the unsecured second helm seat is in danger of moving with
wave action please secure to cleat under it or move under/againt pilothouse table and lash to post. Might
consider throwing a blanket or pillow in the dishware shelf behind stove to keep them from moving about.

Troubleshooting Sails and Rigging
1. Mainsail resists being raised: Winch has power? Check that relay at systems station in pilothouse is
ON and that breaker in aft cockpit locker has not tripped. pic Confirm that the sail is within the initial
metal guide (tbd) at base. Confirm halyard is free all the way back to aft cockpit. If not that then it is
jammed at top of mast and AYC will need to be contacted.
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2. Furling line gets stuck partway through the furling process: This is usually because sail isn’t stowing
neatly due to too much wind or too little wind in sail. Pull sheet (or halyard) to unfurl the jamming section
of sail and try again with just enough wind in the sail to prevent luffing while furling neatly, but no more.
Too much force in sail makes it too difficult to furl.
3. Winch has no power. Winch relay is set to ON at systems control station in pilothouse? If yes check
relays for winches in aft cockpit just below winches.

Dinghy
Drain plug must be removed at all times when dinghy is hanging in the davit to allow rain water to drain off.
If seas are calm the dinghy can just hang in the davit with one line tied around to secure to railing. Secure
loose ends to ensure they don’t end up in the propeller. If conditions are rougher and dinghy or davit are
bouncing around a bit tighten securing line and clip davit to hardtop with two existing lines.

Docking
Have your crew make ready the lines and fenders, and give clear instructions on how you will be docking.
Have bow, stern, and spring lines ready. Often times it is best to lead dock lines to the mid section of the
boat where your crew member can easily step off and secure either line. As you are coming in to dock, have
your best communicator midships to give you distances from the dock. It is often hard to judge how close
the dock is. Calling out distances (i.e. 20 feet, 10 feet, 4 feet, etc.) will only add to a successful docking.
Use bow and stern thruster for final positioning orienting boat before entering into slip & then finally resting
& keeping in place against the dock using the low dual on setting for the latter. Thrusters are also very
handy to keep boat oriented going down a crowded way in a crosswind but as always use minimum action
required to do the job. They can only run ~3min semi-continuously at higher power. That is greatly
prolonged by using them in bursts which is all that is generally necessary other then steady action in low
keeping against a dock till crew ties the boat up. They are quite responsive so good idea to practice first and
start easy with them till you know how much to use them & to best coordinate with reverse/forward action
of auxiliary. Mooring lines are found in aft cockpit locker under port hatch.

Mooring Cans (Buoys)
The Washington State Parks sticker on Pytheas allows you to use the mooring cans in the marine parks for
free. You only need to register at the kiosk, usually located at the head of the docks. Mooring cans have a
metal triangle at the top, upon which is a metal ring. The metal ring is attached to the chain which secures
your boat. IT IS VERY HEAVY. The strongest member of your crew should be chosen for this job. Come
up to the mooring can into the wind as you would for anchoring. Have crew members on the bow, one with
a boat hook and one with a mooring line secured like a bow line. As you are coming slowly up to the can,
have the crew holding the boat hook point at the can with the hook so the skipper always knows where it is.
Hook the can and bring the ring up to the boat to allow the second crew member to thread the ring with the
line. Release the boat hook. If your mooring line is led out the starboard cleat, bring the end of the line back
to the port side cleat. You will essentially create a bridle with about 10 feet of slack from the cleats to the
can.

Anchoring
Pytheas carries a 44lb Delta stainless steel anchor on the bow attached to 220 feet of 5/16” chain and 50 feet
of 5/8-inch nylon rode. There is a windlass controlled by foot controls on deck aft windlass port side.
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Color code of chain and rode.
0-anchor
12’-Yellow
30’-First blue
60’-Second blue
90’-Third blue
120’-First Red
150’-Second red
180’-Third red
210’-Fourth red/yellow. 12’ more feet of chain remaining.
240’-Fifth Red/yellow (on line)
270’ total chain + line.
Backup anchor is Fortress FX23 with tbd ft of nylon rode. This is found in aft cockpit port side against
forward bulkhead.

Setting the anchor:
To provide power to windlass set windlass switch at inside helm to ON. Be careful not to inadvertently step
on foot control when powered up. Be sure to tap first to confirm direction of pull. Believe port side button is
up and starboard side is down. There is lots of power in the windlass you don’t want going against a stop.
Unlash and unpin the anchor. To pull the pin might have to add slack carefully with brief tap of controller.
Let out sufficient anchor rode (chain and line) before setting the anchor. Color markers are placed every 30
feet on the chain and nylon rode. If the anchorage is crowded, put down at least a 3 to 1 scope (60 feet of
rode for 20 feet of water at highest tide). Back the anchor in with a short burst in reverse from the engine.
Then let out additional scope dependent upon conditions. If the anchorage is less crowded, more scope is
always a better option. Pin the chain to roller system. The holding power of the anchor increases greatly as
more scope is added. Clip ~15’ securing line to chain and secure other end to cleat to remove load from
windlass. There is an alternative longer elastic tension/buffer line you can clip onto chain and then attach
to bow cleat if you are expecting a windy night at anchorage. The latter two lines are found hanging off
bulkhead under port hatch to aft cockpit locker.
When done setting anchor be sure to set windlass switch at inside helm to OFF.
There is a second anchor in the aft cockpit locker. The chain is in the white 5g bucket in the anchor chain
locker. This can be set off the bow or the stern as needed. Be sure to secure the bitter end, as it is not
secured. You will need to use hand signal if boat is being operated from inside helm.

Raising the anchor:
To power anchor set windlass switch at inside helm to ON. Set ACR at systems station behind inside helm
from AUTO to ON to help with charging. When not shifting or in gear keep auxiliary at 1,000rpm to enable
alternator to help with the windlass power requirements during anchor raising process. Remember to bring
throttle down to idle before shifting from neutral into gear and back during anchor raising process.
Coordinate the maneuver with the helmsperson with agreed upon hand signals to remain steady above the
anchor as it is raised. As the anchor rises, be careful not to allow it to swing against the hull. When done
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setting anchor set windlass switch at inside helm to OFF. Secure the anchor both with the pin and a line.
Carefully remove slack with short taps on windlass controller.

Stern Tie
Spool for 250’ of yellow floating nylon for stern tie is found forward in the anchor locker. If this is
something you will using regularly feel free to stow it in the aft cockpit locker for your charter. Thread
detachable lifeline at transom door through spool and secure. Unravel and ravel from that support system.
Tie off using aft cleats port and starboard sides.

Fueling Up
You will need to fuel up before returning to the slip at the end of your charter. There are three fuel tanks
(port, center and starboard) 50g each totaling 150g of diesel fuel. Before refueling, have an “oil/fuel sorbs”
handy to soak up spilled fuel. You should have a rough idea of the number of gallons you will need by the
fuel gauge and by the hour meter. Pytheas uses approximately 1 gallon per hour @ 4-5knots 1,500rpm and
3gph @7-8knots 2,500rpm. The green fuel filler caps labelled diesel are located on the starboard and port
deck. The aft fill on the starboard side is the center tank. Forward fill on Starboard is starboard tank. Port
fill is port tank. . CHECK THAT YOU HAVE THE CORRECT DECK OPENING! Do not add water or
pump-out at the same time you are fueling. Use only DIESEL FUEL! Place the diesel fuel nozzle into the
tank opening, pump slowly and evenly, and note the sound of the fuel flow. Crew should help by listening
at the vents aft end of pilothouse, starboard and port. Pumping too fast may not allow enough time for air
to escape, which may result in spouting from the tank opening. As the tank fills, the sound will rise in pitch
or gurgle. Pay attention to the tank overflow vent. The sound may indicate that the tank is nearly full. Top
off carefully, and be prepared to catch spilled fuel. Spillage may result in a fine from law enforcement.
Replace deck cap. Caution – Clean up splatter and spillage immediately for environmental and health
reasons. Wash hands with soap and water thoroughly.

BOAT SYSTEMS
Location map
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Electrical Systems
Pytheas has two electrical systems, 110 volts AC and 12 volts DC. It is important to understand these two
systems are completely separate and isolated from one another. There is a 3kW inverter. Both AC and DC
systems are controlled at the electrical panel at the systems station behind inside helm.

110-Volt AC System
Pytheas is equipped with the capacity to plug into dockside shore power (110 volt AC) either 30A or 50A
using the heavy yellow shore power cord. The 30A cord is 50’ and relatively easy to manage. The 50A cord
is very heavy and only 25’ generally requiring more effort & thought how to orient boat in the slip with
respect to shorepower station. Usually one has to back into slip and be lucky enough to have shorepower
off starboard corner to plug into 50A. The benefit of 50A is that generally reverse cycle air
conditioning/heating units, AC electric galley and hot water tank can be operated without tripping breakers.
This should probably only be all on after charger is done with initial high amp charging but monitor current
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meter on left + right meters. Don’t let total exceed 50A. 30A shorepower requires substantially more
power management on part of crew, generally only one of the reverse cycle air conditioning/heating units
can be operated with hot water tank and thoughtful use of ac galley appliance. Again monitor current load
on ac monitors. Don’t let left and right currents together exceed 30A or breaker will trip, either at control
panel, breaker in aft cockpit or on the dock. This system powers everything on the AC circuit breaker
panel. The panel is organized as left and right side:
Left side circuits
- Outlets port (110 volt AC wall outlets)
- Outlets stbd
-Microwave
-Batt charger (3kW Xantrex inverter/charger)
-Water heater
-Spare
Right side circuits
- Battery charger (backup charger-Mastervolt)
- A/C FWD (reverse cycle air conditioning/heating)
- A/C MAIN
- Spare
-Spare
-Spare
Connecting to shore power:
The procedure to hook up to shore power is as follows:
1. Make sure the “AC Main” circuit breaker is off in aft cockpit locker. Against engine room bulkhead port
side. (pic here).
2. Turn off all AC breakers (including mains at top) at electrical panel at systems station in pilothouse
2. Turn off the circuit breaker located at the shore side outlet on the dock.
3. Connect the plug to the shore side outlet. Give the plug a small twist clockwise to lock. Connect other end
to boat power receptacle.
4. Turn on the circuit breaker at the dock.
5. Confirm led lights up green on AC Main circuit breaker in aft cockpit locker. Green says power is
present with correct polarity. Red means power is present but incorrect reverse polarity. If its red do not turn
switch on or risk damage to electrical equipment and crew on the boat.
6. If lit flip switch of lit switch on AC Main circuit breaker in aft cockpit locker.
5. Turn on the lit “AC Main” circuit breaker at top of electrical panel. If 50A is being used flip both left and
right side that are lit. If 30A is being used right side can be powered up by flipping relay switch (confirm).
7. Switch on any of the circuit breakers for the 110 volt AC systems desired.
The shore power cords coming off the bow can be wrapped loosely around the bowline.
On shore power, the electrical outlets will be functional under the 110 volt AC system. They will not work
under the 12-volt DC system.

12 Volt DC System
This system is powered by the marine batteries aboard Pytheas and powers everything onboard not powered
by the 110 volt AC system.
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Left side circuits on switch panel
-12V DC MAIN (Generally left on unless you want to turn off all 12V DC loads on the boat except for
bilge pumps that have their own direct relay to house batteries.
-ELECTRONICS (turn on for helm electronics and switches)
-HELM SUPPLY (turn on for helm electronics and switches)
-CABIN LTS PORT (port side cabin lights)
-CABIN LTS STBD (starboard cabin lights)
-ACC (accessories including wifi and cellular extenders
-REFRIDGERATOR
-FREEZER
-WATER PRESSURE
-SPARE
Right side circuits on switch panel
-MACERATOR
-FUEL POLISHER
-OIL CHANGE
-DECK WASH
-HEAD
-LPG
-SUMP PUMP (needs to be on to use sinks & shower)
-SAT PHONE
-ANCHOR LT (backup anchor light off radar post at stern)
-WATERMAKER
-12V DC OUTLETS
-SPARE
Batteries: Twelve Group 31 Full River deep cycle AGM batteries are installed. 10 of the batteries make up
HOUSE bank. The remaining two batteries makeup ENGINE bank. The batteries are rated at 115AH
providing ~800Ahr assuming Engine batteries are mostly spared by ACR and 75% max drainage for house
batteries.. That’s lots of power but monitor house and engine battery voltage and use ACR according to
load. There should be no problem keeping on at 12V panel the following loads for typical one night
anchorage, the fridge, freezer, water pressure, sump, head, dimmed chartplotter (confirm which 12V switch)
for anchor alarm and anchor light and some interior lighting. Best to ask crew to charge small electronics
through inverter while underway so it can be turned off while at anchorage consuming significant power
even when not in use. Don’t run big ac loads through inverter wo genset or auxiliary engine alternator.
Generally Xantrex LinkPRO Battery Monitor will measure ~10A with above loads. 24hour anchorage
should consume ~240Ahr leaving ~70% of real battery capacity remaining. Do monitor over anchorage or
sailing time & capacity remaining as shown on battery monitor.
Charging is controlled through ACR relay.
ACR should generally be on AUTO when cruising and when at anchorage. When under power cruise using
big power consumers including inverter with big load, thrusters and windlass switch ACR to ON to connect
alternator to HOUSE. Auxiliary engine needs to be on with throttle at least at 1,000rpm for alternator to
provide dc power.
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The running, steaming, and anchor lights are all controlled from the electrical panel above the navigation
table. Interior lights are also powered from a circuit breaker on this panel. Each interior light also has an
individual switch at each fixture. There are 12 volt auxiliary plugs (cigarette lighter plugs) throughout the
boat. One located on the electrical inside helm, and the other on the starboard helm in the cockpit.
Monitor house and engine voltage levels when not connected to shore power. The house battery is
providing all power. Avoid draining the batteries by using power mindfully while at anchor. Switch ACR to
OFF while at anchor to protect ENGINE bank:
- Disable inverter function at anchorage
- Use lights within reason
- Turn off all systems not in use such as instruments, VHF, autopilot, running lights, steaming lights,
tank indicators, stereo, etc.
If you do not need the diesel forced air heater, it may be turned off as well. Monitor the use of onboard
electricity carefully with your voltmeter located at the electrical panel for both house and engine.
Voltage (Wet Cell Battery)

Battery State
12.65 volts 100%
12.47 volts 75%
12.25 volts 50%
11.95 volts 25%
11.70 volts 0%.
If batteries drop to 12V at anchorage startup genset and use both chargers to charge up batteries.

Xantrex LinkPRO Battery Monitor
Xantrex Link Pro battery monitor panel. This monitors voltage and current for both house and engine
batteries.

ACR
The Automatic Charging Relay is found at systems control corner in pilothouse aft of helm. Generally this
is left alone on auto except when there are brief big dc loads with only auxiliary engine alternator providing
charging. Then switch to ON. Do this when using thrusters and with big load across inverter, usually from
galley like combi oven, etc.
The manual control over ride switch (next section) is used to cross connect batteries for ACR but also used
elsewhere throughout boat so good to know if you are troubleshooting source for loss of power.

Genset
Pytheas is equipped with a 6kW Northern Light genset (Model – M 673L 3.3).
Each day you are planning to use the genset, you should check the COOLANT, OIL, BILGES, BELTS, and
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SEA STRAINER by remembering you’re “WOBBS”: Water (Coolant), Oil, Bilges (Inspect and
Pumpout), Belts and Sea Strainer
Genset is in aft port corner of engine room accessed through smaller aft cabin sole in pilothouse.
Check the level of coolant in the expansion tank. Engine coolant is a mixture of 50% antifreeze and
50% water. There is coolant kept on board and should be located during your orientation.
Check the oil level in the genset with the dipstick located on the starboard side of the Engine. The oil level
should be anywhere between the high and low marks. Spare oil Rotella 15-40 is kept on board, and should
be located during your orientation.
Confirm fuel supply and return are open for active fuel tank(s).
If you need to add oil, please use great care not to overfill. Running the engine with too much oil will
cause damage.
Check the general condition of the belts, hoses, and fuel lines.
The sea water strainer is located starboard side of the genset between strainers for reverse cycle air
conditioning/heating units and the auxiliary engine. It should be checked daily, as it can clog with seaweed
and other debris. To check the strainer, shine a flashlight through the plastic bulb. If debris is visible it will
have to be removed. To clear debris from the strainer, close the thru-hull valve located forward of the
strainer. Unscrew the plastic top of the strainer. By hand should be sufficient. If not there is the (?) tool to
open. Be careful not to lose the rubber O-ring. Rinse the strainer and replace them with the O-ring in
place. Do not fully tighten initially because the air needs to be removed. Slowly open the thru-hull valve and
allow the air to escape. When the air has escaped, tighten the top by hand and observe for leaks. The
continued supply of seawater is critical the operation of the engine.
Confirm thruhull is left open for exhaust water separator in aft cockpit port side against forward bulkhead.
Set genset relay to the ON position. The relays are all located in systems station just aft of helm in
pilothouse.
Confirm that all AC loads are switched off top half of electrical panel at systems station just aft of helm in
pilothouse.
STARTING
1. Hold the Shutdown Bypass-Preheat switch in the ON position for 10 to 20 seconds before starting a cold
engine. Holding the switch too long can burn out the
glow plugs.
2. While holding the Shutdown Bypass-Preheat switch in the ON position, push the Engine Control switch
to the START position.
3. As soon as the engine starts, release the start switch. Then hold the bypass for 2-3 more seconds. Do
not crank the starter for more than 10 seconds consecutively. If the engine fails to start with the fi rst
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attempt, be sure that it has stopped completely before re-engaging. Confirm raw water flow using tattle tale
port side.
NOTE: Excessive cranking of the starter on Marine sets equipped with a water lift muffler can cause
engine damage. If the engine does not start after three 10-second cranks, remove the impeller from the raw
water pump. This will prevent the muffler from filling. with water and backfi lling the exhaust line and
engine. Once the engine starts, shut it off immediately and re-install the impeller. Re-start the engine and
check the exhaust overboard outlet for gushes of water.
Let the unit run unloaded for a 3-5 minute warm-up period.
Slowly add electrical load over next ~3-5min. Have sufficient load to allow engine to operate at healthy
load, ie., over 50%. Battery charging alone isn’t sufficient. Monitor using AC meter in amp mode both left
and right side. Ideally should have at least 25A total but not exceeding 40A. One can run water heater
and/or reverse cycle air conditioning/heating units to get the load up to a good level healthy for the genset.
Running genset lightly loaded builds up internal soot.
STOPPING
1. Slowly remove electrical load from the generator set by turning off AC switches at electrical panel.
2. Run the engine for a 3 to 5 minute cool down period.
3. Move the Engine Control switch to the STOP position momentarily.
Set genset relay back to the OFF position. The relays are all located in systems station just aft of helm in
pilothouse
Troubleshooting: If power is not presented to electrical panel its possible that DC circuit breaker on genset
tripped. Remove loads and reset. Be careful when adding loads & don’t exceed 40A total as shown amp
meters across both left and right side of electrical panel.

Xantrex Inverter/Charger
Only item that should be required by charter is to enable/disable inverter function. If necessary scroll to that
item but it should already be active, being the default for charter.
Xantrex is both inverter and charger for the boat. There is also a backup charger available.

Mastervolt Backup Charger
The Mastervolt charger serves as backup charger in case there is an issue with the Xantrex Inverter/charger
unit. To run this turn off dc switch for inverter/charger#1(?) left side DC electrical panel. Turn on
charger#2(?) switch right panel of DC panel.

Solar panels
Two 200W solar panels are on aft end of deck and can provide significant charging current on sunny days.
Take care if on top of the extended hardtop to not tread on the glass solar panels.
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Troubleshooting Electrical Systems
1. Battery running low. Signs of this are lights dimming, stereo not working. Immediately start genset to
charge batteries. .
2. Unable to start the engine due to low battery. Place the ACR switch on “ON” and retry. If engine starts,
recharge as above. If it does not work, see engine troubleshooting or contact AYC for instructions.

Sanitation System
Marine Head (toilet)
Raritan electric toilet discharges into the 28 gallon polyethylene holding tank in port forward corner of
engine room.
Rule of thumb for head is 2g/person-day. Full crew of six should depend on pumping out every two days.
That can be extended using facilities found throughout the islands. Pumpouts are also found throughout the
islands.
The head contains a vanity with sink, a shower stall, and an electric freshwater/saltwater marine toilet.
Please keep it on freshwater to control marine growth and ensuing odor. If you are not getting water its
probably because crew inadvertently switched to saltwater. The switches and monitors are all just above the
toilet.
Be sure fresh/saltwater switch is on FRESH to keep out head smell. Its easy to inadvertently knock this
button when sitting on head.
Heads are easily plugged by 2-ply tissue, Kleenex, hair, tampons, or paper towels. The only things that go
into the head are body waste and a small amount of special marine toilet paper. The person who plugs
a head is responsible for unplugging it.
2. Use the head – moderate use of marine toilet paper

Holding Tank
Head contents go to the 28g holding tank in forward port corner of engine room. Conservatively assume on
order of 1 gallon per use. With an overfilled tank, it is possible to break a hose, clog a vent, or burst the
tank. The result will be indescribable catastrophe and an expensive fix. Empty the tank when monitor
reaches full to avoid this problem.
Keep monitoring holding tank level from Dometic tank level monitor above head. When the final fill level
just lights up its time to start heading over to a pumpout station.
Pic of dometic tank level monitor here
The holding tank can be discharged either through the deck fitting or
pumped overboard by the macerator pump.
An emergency manual diaphragm pump is also fitted for overboard discharge.
Pumping out at station:
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1. Locate the nearest pumpout station and consult the directions there.
2. The holding tank cap is located on the starboard deck…… need to confirm tg
3. Apply tight seal with the pump nozzle and remove effluent.
4. Rinse the tank with hose water and repeat the pumpout.
5. Flush the pumpout hose with sea water and replace.
6. Place ½ cup of holding tank deodorant in the toilet bowl and flush through.
7. Tighten the holding tank cap on the boat.
DO NOT CONFUSE THE HOLDING TANK CAP AND THE DIESEL FUEL TANK FILLER CAP.
BOTH ARE LABELLED. READ BEFORE USING EVERY TIME.
Overboard Discharge:
The holding tank can be emptied overboard when NOT in U.S. Waters. By law, NO overboard pumpout
into sea water is allowed within U.S. Waters. To empty the holding tank open the thru-hull valve located in
the lazarrette. It is important that every member of the crew be informed on the proper use of the marine
toilet. The valves, openings, and pumps are small and may clog easily. If the toilet clogs, it is YOUR
RESPONSIBILITY! Always pump the head for children, so you can make sure nothing foreign is being
flushed. Caution – Never put paper towels, tampons, Kleenex, sanitary napkins, household toilet paper, or
food into the marine toilet. Use only the special dissolving marine toilet tissue provided by AYC.
To discharge overboard:
-Open forward hatch in pilothouse to access engine room
-Open thruhull between holding tank and genset.
-Confirm Y-valve is oriented to accept discharge from electric macerator vs manual pump.
-switch macerator switch on at electrical panel
-turn on switch just above holding tank. Need to label? Could be switch for polishing unit at same location.
–Monitor Dometic tank level monitor above head. When empty for good minute turn off switch for
macerator above holding tank. Then turn off power for macerator at electrical panel.
Note-If macerator runs against mistakenly closed throughhull or incorrectly positioned Y-valve the choker
valves will invert & macerator will not work. Manual pump can still be used to empty tank. Crew will need
to revert chokers at both ends of the macerator pump above the holding tank to get the macerator working
again. If reverted chokers are too old for reuse new replacements can be found under forward vberth.

Water System
Fresh Water Tank
Pytheas has two water tanks with a valve to switch from one to the other located with the water pump and a
filter which is under the galley sink. Be mindful of the amount of water you use while washing dishes and
taking showers. To refill the tank, remove the blue filler caps located on the port and starboard side forward.
Attach the hose to the dock spigot and let run for a minute before inserting into deck fitting. Avoid flushing
debris from the deck into the tank opening. Please DO NOT fill water and diesel at the same time!
Waste water from the two sinks and the shower drains into a closed sump accessed through floor hatch off
the galley. The wastewater is then automatically pumped overboard.
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Fresh Water Pump
The fresh water pump is located under the galley sink. Activate the pump at the electrical panel by turning
on the circuit breaker. If the water pump continues to run for more than a few seconds, you are either out of
water or might have an air lock and need to bleed the system by opening a faucet. The filter just forward of
pressure pump under galley sink may also be clogged. If that appears to be the case looking through clear
sight bowl clean out the filter and replace. If water pump isn’t running and system isn’t pressurized and its
switch is on at electrical panel and there is 12V presented to electrical panel then its likely that pump has
gone bad and needs replacement which can be found under forward bunk.

Water Heater
The water heater is a Seaward 11 gallon water heater with stainless steel case. It heats when connected to
shore power or from the heat exchanger when the engine is running. To use in the AC mode, turn on the
water heater circuit breaker on the electrical panel. The water will heat automatically when the engine is
running.
Do not use the water heater if the water tank level is very low.
The water can be scalding hot, especially if heated from the auxiliary. Instruct crew to be careful adjusting
water temperature. Young children should get assistance from adult crew.

Shower
To conserve water, take “boat” showers by turning off water between soaping and rinsing. Otherwise you
will frequently be going in to top off water tanks. To keep shower tidy and the boat dry, wipe down the
shower stall and floor when finished. Check for accumulation of hair under the grated floor of the shower
and wipe up and dispose into garbage. An additional fresh water shower is located in the swim step area.
Ensure that the faucets and nozzle are completely off after use. The water can be scalding hot, especially if
heated from the auxiliary. Instruct crew to be careful adjusting water temperature. Young children should
get assistance from adult crew.

Watermaker
Generally watermaker will be pickled and off for charter.

Galley Systems
LPG
A dedicated LPG locker is under the cockpit table holding two 13 lb. cylinders. The
locker drained into the cockpit in front of the transom door. It is fitted with a pressure
gauge, a pressure relief valve and a solenoid cut-off switch controlled from a LP control panel in the galley.
The tanks are fitted with Overfill Protection Devices. The LP supplies fuel to the oven in the galley and the
bbq off the aft cockpit. An inline T valve is in a gas hose heading aft to the bbq.

Propane Stove/Oven
The galley has a two burner fixed propane stove with oven. It is fueled from the propane tanks located in aft
cockpit in the closed table.
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To turn the propane on:
1. Open portlight above oven/stove. Turn fan to maximize exhaust effect.
2. Check to see burners and oven are turned off.
3. Turn on the propane tank valve.
4. Turn on propane valve in shelf behind stove (aft).
5. Turn on the circuit breaker switch marked “LPG” on the electrical panel.
6. Turn on propane control panel in galley.
To light the burners:
1. Turn burner knob on and continue to hold the knob in till flame lights.
To light the oven or broiler:
1. Push and turn the oven/broiler knob to the desired position till it lights..
After using the stove or oven:
1. Turn the propane control panel off.
2. Turn the “Gas Valve” switch off on the electrical panel.
3. Close the valve on the propane tank before retiring for the evening, and at the end of your charter.
A full tank of propane normally lasts a little more than two weeks.

Refrigeration
The Frigoboat refrigerator (frontloaded) and freezer (top loaded in back) each have switch at the electrical
panel. They are generally left on to minimize defrosting. The control panels for both are found above
stove and aft. A few tupperware containers are left aboard for help in organizing supplies. Ice cube trays are
also aboard. They can be left in the freezer area, or that area can be used to keep meat frozen until use.
There is a deep cold storage space bottom half of freezer. This area is harder to access being top loading, so
store food accordingly.
Recommend not turning fridge or freezer off. Not worth the condensation and you should have plenty of
battery capacity for 24 hour anchorage. Hopefully slow run time between anchorages to sightsee and to
give time to charge up batteries will be sufficient. If not, run genset for an hour , properly loaded.

Barbeque
The barbecue is a Galleymate 1000 mounted on the aft port railing. It is connected to propane bottle under
aft cockpit table. There is an inline T valve above aft propane tank that needs to be opened. Turn on LP
switch at 12VDC electrical panel and switch on at LP control panel in galley. Light the unit with its
ignition switch. The barbecue generates a lot of heat and cooks hot and fast. Please clean up the BBQ when
finished using it to prevent grease and dirt from soiling the boat.

Heating/AC Systems
Controls for most heating systems are found in forward port corner of pilothouse.
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Forced Air Diesel Furnace
Pytheas is equipped with an Espar D5 diesel forced air furnace. The furnace provides heat in the same way
as a household furnace. The air outlet vents are in the aft pilothouse, galley and vberth. This system
supplies lots of heat and is recommended when not connected to dock power. The main/pilothouse reverse
cycle air conditioning/heating unit might be the preference if condensation is an issue in winter cruising due
to its dehumidifying function but relatively loud genset has to be one to operate this heater. The forced air
furnace operates on the 12 volt DC system. Need to confirm which 12V circuit this is connected to.
To turn on furnace:
Controller for furnace is at forward port side of pilothouse.. Set the thermostat to the desired temperature.
Check the furnace exhaust located on starboard side of the transom for any obstructions such as fenders or
lines. Do not block this opening when operating the furnace, as the exhaust heat will damage fiberglass or
rubber. Make sure all supplies are open.
When using the forced air furnace, you may hear a slight clicking sound from under the mattress in the
Pullman cabin. This is a small fuel pump. Monitor fuel level and battery charge more often if forced air
furnace is being used. Turn the forced air furnace off by turning the switch off.
Confirm what 12V circuit Espar is on.

Reverse cycle air conditioning/heating (110V), pilothouse & forward
Marine Air System reverse cycle air conditioning/heating systems (8,000 BTU and 16,000 BTU
units).
These systems have airconditioning, heating and dehumidifying modes.
These systems transfer heat from one place to another. In a marine air conditioner, heat is removed from the
inside cabin air and transferred to the seawater. In reverse-cycle heating, the refrigerant flow is reversed and
heat is extracted from the seawater and discharged into the living space. The efficiency of the system
operation depends on both seawater and cabin temperatures
There are two units. The more powerful 16,000btu unit is for pilothouse. Owner suspects substantially
higher heat output from main/pilothouse unit is not only from higher btu rating but also being equipped with
optional parallel relatively inefficient resistive filament heating. Controller for pilothouse/main unit is
found forward port side of pilothouse. The smaller 8,000btu unit is found in back of space under galley
sink and conditions the air in forward section of boat. Poor (return) circulation will result in poor
performance due to ice damming on unit air exchanger. The controller for forward unit is found in back
corner of galley behind stove. If using these units be sure not to block their returns which for
main/pilothouse unit is aft port corner pilothouse under seat, for smaller forward units it’s the storage space
under galley sink. Poor return circulation results in ice damming of air exchangers and poor performan
Turn on power at 12V switch panel at systems control station for main and forward ((tbd)
DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL See Figure 1 and Table 1 on page 2 to identify all parts of the control.
POWER Press the Power Button once to engage the system. The display is blank when the system is off and
indicates current room temperature when the system is on. MODE SELECTION Press and release the Mode
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Button until the desired Mode LED is illuminated. SET POINT Press the Up or Down button to set the
desired room temperature. To view the set point, momentarily press and release the Up or Down button.
FAN Fan-speed operation is automatic, allowing fan speed to decrease as set-point temperature is
approached in the Cool Mode. The fan operates at low speed when set point is satisfied. Description of
Control AH-Elite Control Operations Manual 2 L-2229 ENGLISH Normally the automatic fan speed
operation is reversed in the Heating Mode, however, you can program the fan to operate the same as in the
Cooling Mode. Press the Fan button select manual fan speeds if you want to override automatic operation.
You can program the fan to run only during a cool or heat cycle, otherwise the fan runs constantly.

Electronic Systems
All electronics manuals are located in rack below helm seat.
Electronics: (De)power of navigational electronics in following order:
Turn on two switches at 12V electrical panel labelled -ELECTRONICS & HELM SUPPLY
Electronics startup order
-first startup all secondary electronics (simrad autopilot AP28 & raytheon 170 displays)
-then startup master simrad chartplotter, inside helm port. Wait till it's completely up before...
-Starting up other x2 chartplotter
Order when shutting down at end of day. If anchoring leave master chartplotter (port) at inside helm on to
activate anchor alarm with chart. Dim screen for night time viewing to save power.
-turn off secondary electronics first
-turn off master chartplotter completely (inside helm port).
-turn off remaining two chartplotters
-If chartplotter screen does not go black/off after 5minutes depress power button to force shutoff.
-turn off above two 12V switches at electrical panel to save battery

Compass
KVH Azimuth 1000 compass at the pilothouse helm. Ritchie Powerdamp magnetic compass at each helm in
the aft cockpit. The KVH is accurate always agreeing with electronic GPS/chartplotter. The outside
compasses may have interference issues at times.

Chartplotter
Pytheas is equipped 2 X Simrad NSE 12 multi-function displays at the pilothouse helm and one multifunction display in the cockpit

Aft electronics pedestal
The aft two helms share a common center pedestal containing all the outside electronics. The pedestal can
be rotated to face either helm or be straight. Before rotating the lower face loosen the hand nut at the top.
After orienting to your liking lock nut down. To similarly reorient top pod containing the chartplotter
unclip at the lower back. Clip after moving to desired orientation.

Autopilot
Pytheas is equipped with a SIMRAD AP 28 auto pilot. Refer to the onboard Raymarine manual for
operating instructions.
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VHF Radio
Pytheas is equipped with an Icom IC-M604 VHF marine radio at the pilothouse helm and a Icom remote
VHF handheld for the aft cockpit helms.
FCC call sign: WDJ6121
Turn it on with the volume control knob. Monitor channel 16 at all times
The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) licenses it as a ship station. This radio can be an extremely valuable source of
information, such as weather and tides. In an emergency, it is a vital source of assistance. It can also provide
telephone contact with people on shore through the marine operator. The operation of this station is strictly
controlled by Part 80 of the FCC rules and regulations, and the Communications Act of 1934. You should
review the communications section of Chapman’s Piloting to familiarize yourself with these rules before
using the transmitter.
Instruction manual for ICOM IC-M604:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_mGu7OVFcxHQm96UnYwNWU5YU0/view?usp=sharing

Depth Sounder/Knot Meter/Wind Speed
3 X Raymarine 170 wind, speed, depth displays at the pilothouse helm and 2 displays in the Cockpit
. Additional functions are boat speed and water temperature.
The sounder should provide reliable readings in shallow waters. If your reading is blinking, it is a FALSE
reading. False readings can occur in depths of more then 200 feet or in areas of strong currents or tides.

Radar
Simrad Broadband 4G radar and Navico 4kW pulsed radar. Networked into NSE chartplotters.

AIS
Class B transponder sharing masthead antenna with vhf radio. There is backup antenna on aft end of
hardtop. Connector can be seen hanging just above AIS unit in aft cockpit attached to bulkhead shared with
engine room
Pytheas MMSI: 367579960

Global Positioning System (GPS)
Redundant fixed mount GPS antennas are mounted on aft end of hardtop over cockpit. One of them is
networked into Simrad chartplotters

Other Electronics
Sirius satellite radio and marine weather forecast system. Found on NSE chartplotters.
Iridium external antenna. Connection found forward port in pilothouse. Power is provide at …..tbd switch
at control panel
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Cell phone signal booster. Generally boosts all standard cellphone signals. Power is provide at …..tbd
switch at control panel
Weems & Plath clock and barometer

Bomar Hatches
Pytheas is equipped OCEANAIR SHADE/SCREEN. Gentle adjusting the shade/screens

Bilge Pumps
Pytheas is equipped with four electric bilge pumps (two Gulper 320 and two
Rule 2500gh – one each of both types forward and aft)
with automatic switch, bilge pump counter and
high water alarm. They are direct wired into batteries but can be manually turned on from inside helm.
There is an emergency manual gusher pump operated from aft starboard helm. There is a bilge counter
tracking main bilge sump pump. Calibrate for your trip how many counts are measured. If you see a
significant change from one day to the next with similar operation and sea state search for a leak.
Cycle each pump daily with brief click of button at helm switch. Observe how long they stay on and
compare with prior day in your charter. Reset the bilge counter to zero at your right, inside helm.

Thru-hull Sea Cocks
Sea cocks are open when their handles are in line with plumbing (typically vertical), and closed when
perpendicular to plumbing (typically horizontal). All sea cocks (except as noted herein) are normally left
open while cruising. Please leave all open when returning the boat.
Below & just above water line sea cock locations ( thru-hull diagram):
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Dinghy, Outboard & Davit
Pytheas is equipped with a IAB dinghy with 9.9hp Honda electric/manual start outboard. Davit system…..
Please do not keep outboard at full throttle. Generally two adults can get up on a plane at full throttle and
then back substantially off on throttle while still maintaining plane. In no circumstances be at full throttle
for more than 2 minutes.
Winch relay in system control station in pilothouse provides power for davit. Turn ON.
Use the controller to control davit. Short taps to make sure you know which direction its going. When
lowering or raising push the dinghy with your feet out/aft from outboard mount on swimdeck to avoid
scuffing. When raising dinghy be sure to only just come up against stop. Do not overdrive stop back. When
lowering or raising dinghy use your feet to push dinghy out to clear outboard motor bracket mounted to
swimdeck.

Aft Cockpit Locker
Designate mechanically inclined crewmember to be responsible for stowing/removing equipment from aft
cockpit locker. There are lots of sensitive mechanical and electrical systems lining the aft cockpit locker
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including two deep cell batteries in middle of locker, steering system aft and inverter/chargers on forward
bulkhead. If its wet slowly lift access hatches to try to encourage water to drain into cockpit floor vs down
into locker.

Hardtop
There may be times crew has to climb up on the hardtop to free a main sail stuck in the furling boom or for
the showoff dive from up high. Take care not to tread on the glass solar panels aft or to tread within 1’ of
the unsupported aft edges/corners of the hardtop.

Safety Equipment
First Aid Kit
The ship’s first aid kit is located with all other safety equipment in locker outboard of interior helm at pilot’s
feet. Please notify AYC of any items used from this kit during your trip so they may be replaced.

Fire Extinguishers
There are two fire extinguishers aboard. One is located in the V-Berth. The second is located in the lowest
step down to galley (confirm)

Engine Room Fire Supression Systems
If fire is detected in engine room two halon systems should automatically deploy. If crew want to manually
deploy they can do so removing pin and pulling lever at inside helm lower down at the knee level..

PFDs
Personal flotation devices (PFD – life jackets) are stored in the aft cockpit locker. There are six adult PFDs
(to be confirmed) and two children’s sized PFDs.

Emergency Flares
Found in outboard locker at feet of interior helm.

Plugs
Box of various sizes found in ouboard locker at feet of interior helm. Each thruhull should have a plug
lashed to it.

Steering Gear Failure
In the event of steering gear failure use thrusters to steer the boat. Keep speed less then 3knots with stern
thruster deployed to prevent jamming.

Spares/Tools
Spares are stowed under the vberth. This includes auxiliary and genset oil filter, raw water impeller, pump
parts, and other small parts. Spares for plumbing, etc are also found here. There are various tools stored in
the aft cockpit locker.
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Checklist/summary
Physical walk around inspection: Take opportunities to physically inspect around boat wherever you may
be, home dock, away dock, or anchorage. Boat laying easy middle of slip or if at anchorage has plenty of
depth through max range of scope? Not dragging due to failed set or reversing current or wind? Anchor
chain or docklines secured to cleats? No static load on windlass? Even loads between docklines? No
undue chafing of dockline or snubbing system for anchor? Shore power cable safe & secure & out of the
water? Sails & rig stowed and secured? Thruhulls same position with respect to waterline since yesterday?
Designate ship engineer/gofer: Designate mechanically inclined crewmember responsible for accessing
areas with mechanical systems, primarily the cockpit locker and the engine room. Use all senses to detect
changes from baseline calibrated at start of charter including new bilge water, vibrations, noises and smells
(diesel, propane or exhaust vapor, etc). Cable tension in aft steering system unchanged? This crew member
should also be responsible for pulling out equipment and toys from aft cockpit locker taking care not to snag
the watermaker, diesel furnace, steering quadrants, inverter, batteries and relays found along periphery of
same locker.
Lines aft: Inspect for any lines trailing in the water aft that may get caught in propeller. Dinghy painter is
secured? Control lines for jib and main are stowed securely on rail?
Dinghy: Secured in davit? Davit is resting against rubber stop? Not bouncing around? Drain plug is
removed to ensure that rainwater does not collect? Aft davit lines are asymmetric. Bow should ride higher
then stern. At stern port should be bit lower then starboard all to promote drainage of rainwater.
Inspecting status of electrical power: DC voltage & amp levels on house and engine batteries good and
stable with plenty of hours left at current demand or do they need charging with alternator, genset or
shorepower? ACR switched appropriately per current power demand, i.e., switched “ON” with large DC
load (thruster, windlass &inverter), “OFF” at anchor, otherwise “AUTO”. DC amp load is as expected? At
anchorage, amp meter is typically ~10A DC between fridge, freezer, anchor lights and some use of interior
lights. Might be a bit more if inverter is left on to charge laptops, etc. To save significant power disable
inverter mode. When connected to shorepower dockside monitor AC current load to make sure its stays
well under 30A or 50A depending which shorepower receptacle you are plugged into.
(De)power of navigational electronics in following order:
Turn on two switches at 12V electrical panel labelled -ELECTRONICS & HELM SUPPLY
Electronics startup order
-first startup all secondary electronics (simrad autopilot AP28 & raytheon 170 displays)
-then startup master simrad chartplotter, inside helm port. Wait till it's completely up before...
-Starting up other x2 chartplotter
Order when shutting down at end of day. If anchoring leave master chartplotter (port) at inside helm on to
activate anchor alarm with chart. Dim screen for night time viewing to save power.
-turn off secondary electronics first
-turn off master chartplotter completely (inside helm port).
-turn off remaining two chartplotters
-If chartplotter screen does not go black/off after 5minutes keep power button depressed till screen shuts
down indicating successful forced shutdown.
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-turn off above two 12V switches at electrical panel to save batteries when at anchorage unless anchor alarm
is set through main chartplotter.
Inspect tank gauges: Inspect gauges for fuel, fresh water & holding tank. Sufficient capacity left till next
shoreside opportunity?
Inspect bilge pump counter/bilge: Bilge clock at inside helm expected reading compared to yesterday?
Confirm that there is ~<1” standing water in bilge sump. Cycle x4 bilge pumps (switches at interior helm)
and reset bilge counter daily by depressing briefly. The more vigorous the sailing the higher the count.
Inspect engine room: Inspect engine room for anything amiss, new leaks or smells (diesel or steam) that
wernt there yesterday. There should be no leaks or smells. Calibrate your senses to form a baseline. No
new vibration from auxiliary or genset?
Strainers clear? If not cleanout to keep engine exchangers clear and functional.
Fuel supply&return valves open on active tank and closed on other two (standby) tanks? Never want to be
open to empty tank which will inject air into fuel delivery systesm.
Fuel filters & water collection bowl good at Racor station in engine room? Vacuum gauge well within
green zone? Replace filter if not. Reset vacuum gauge needle to zero. Can also monitor vacuum at inside
helm.
Warmup/down: Provide reasonable warmup and cooldown of auxiliaries and genset, meaning low load.
Once warmed up genset should have at least 30A load showing up on AC current monitor. Charger alone
wont be sufficient. Need two reverse cycle air conditioning/heating units on commanding heat or
airconditioning or electric water heater whether you need it or not. If just bringing up batteries to a
reasonable level for another night of anchorage should just run it for an hour with both chargers. After that
charger drops to low current charging state which can be observed on Xantrex battery monitor.
Helm: Confirm steering toggle switch at all three helms to activate aft helms (cable steering) or inside
helm (hydraulic steering). Autopilot requires hydraulic. Last action across the three switches dictates
activation state.
Aft throttle & gear control stations for auxiliary ready to use or secured with canvas cover depending on
crew requirement? Throttle and gear levers moving freely? Avoid tangling docklines and sheets with helm
levers&switches.
Before switching between helms always bring throttle throttle back to idle stop. If maneurvering in tight
spot its simpler to stick with your favorite helm.
Thrusters: Activate thrusters first at inside helm. Confirm stern thruster deployment on controller screen.
Then power up aft helm thruster control stations as needed. They need to be activated to be used.
Confirm robust thruster operation by exercising both thrusters in safe zone well before actual need arises,
ie., during slow idle speed well before final entry into slip or tight anchorage.
Keep engine in neutral at 1,000rpm for alternator to support thruster use.
Don’t exceed 3knots with deployed stern thruster.
To use just bow thruster at anchorage or to help tack deactivate main switch of stern thruster found on
bulkhead under starboard hatch to aft cockpit.
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When done with thrusters deactivate at all thruster control stations. Watch inside helm thruster control panel
to confirm retraction of stern thruster. Install protective covers on all three control stations. Pockets and
loose lines tend to snag and break the levers.
Auxiliary: Auxiliary oil pressure/temp good (4-8psi depending on rpm and 180F (confirm))
Raw water flow good out of exhaust or tattle tales? Similar to flow you observed prior days in charter?
Fuel vacuum gauge at helm remains well within green zone, same as yesterday?
Hydraulic transmission must remain engaged in forward, minimum throttle, before shutting down auxiliary
for pure sailing
Navigating/cruising/sailing/performance: Pytheas tends to blow sideways in crosswind due to higher
windage and shoaldraft hull. Thruster should help you manage that with broadside winds up to 20knots.
Otherwise crab into the wind a bit & depend on steerage way like the old sailors.
Prop and rudders protrude a few inches beyond protective keel. Maintain good clearance under keel.
Maintain an absolute minimum of 5’ on depth guage, preferably significantly more.
Pytheas does not have center keel so does not turn on a dime wo thrusters like typical center keeled
sailboats.
Pilothouse windows are deeply tinted. At dusk visibility is far better from outside helm
It is very difficult to hear through 3/8’ offshore bonded glass of pilothouse. Use hand signals to
communicate between crew forward managing anchor, etc and crew at inside helm.
Depth sounder reading >10’ or keep very sharp eye. Take into account expected tide, wind and current
changes over an anchorage. Confirm depths at maximum swing around where you want to drop the anchor.
Once settled keep one chartplotter on so you can set anchor alarm to appropriate radius and depths.
At anchorage keep fridge, freezer & one anchor alarmed dimmed chartplotter powered up. That together
with anchor light and some interior lights shouldn’t take >10A as shown on Xantrex (confirm). Better to
disable inverter function which draws not insignificant power even when not in use. Better to have crew
charge up their portable electronics while under power with support of alternator. Run at lower rpm
between anchorages to allow more time to charge batteries back up.
Shannon is recommending more jib and reducing main to maximize reaching and upwind sailing
performance. Back winding jib or brief use of bow thruster may be required to help tack. Before activating
bow thruster alone deactivate stern thruster at main switch below starboard hatch to cockpit locker.
Failure, emergency or accident: Evaluate if boat or crew are in immediate danger. If there is an immediate
danger present do minimum to remove it. If there is no immediate risk make contact with AYC to
determine how best to respond to event. If danger to boat and crew can’t be removed push red distress
button on vhf radio. All crew should know how to do this.
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